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Dear Reader,
Underground has undergone a lot of changes in the last few years. Like all young
things, it has been eager to try new experiences, to go new places, to wear the clothes it
knows Mom won’t like; it has been going through some phases. But no matter how many
times it changes its appearance, or how many weird new friends it makes, Underground
has, and will always, take its biggest inspirations from you, the readers and contributors.
Without you, Underground does not exist—we’d merely be a bunch of nerds in an office,
worrying about font sizes.
So we must say from the bottom of our hearts: thank you. For taking the time to
peruse these pages. For supporting student media. For saying to these voices, “yes, I do
want to hear you!”
It is our hope that you enjoy what you find here, and that maybe you are inspired to try to have some work of your own included next time around. We’d love to see
what you’re working on.
All best,
—Alec Prevett, Editor-in-Chief
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POETRY

Sara Magdeline Abdulla

Dead Owls
Five light-years away you see yourself walking by a dead owl.
You almost step on it, almost feel its gelatinous eyes gush under your sneakers,
but instead you steal a feather—your mom loves owls.
And you think of how morose prizing the hair of the dead is—
you didn’t snip the hair of your (ex-)lover before he moved, cut you off,
gone forever.
So not dead, but might as well be.
In an alternate universe, owls walk around cutting the hair off roadkill
and bring them home to their mothers.
In another alternate universe, you were forgiven
and forgave
him for burning your books on his front lawn.
Six light-years away you see yourself stumbling out of his house,
and you think of the irony,
that three years prior he was kicking out his ex to make space for you.
Fast-track, nine light-years away, there she is:
she doesn’t seem so crazy now,
not half as crazy as swiping dead owl feathers.
And if you step on the acceleration, when you’re ten light-years away,
that dead owl gazes back at you again.
Looping, looking back literally, over and over.
Time isn’t as transient as we wish to believe.
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Alexandra M. Andrews

3-4 PM: Do Not Disturb
Missed call at twenty past the hour.
Here I am wondering why she didn’t pick up the phone,
but I, now remembering routine, begin to feel my lids
become heavy, and I sit back and watch the dust float in my own home
until the clock strikes, and I can say hello to more than her voicemail.
Three strikes and she’s out. Nap time like clockwork.
Suspended in the sun beams, floating off
colored Tiffany lamps, and sticking to
windows as old as my mother.
Dancing dust occupies this hour of our day.
Shaped by deep floral curtains, the outdoor
spider webs untouched for decades.
The particles sway with hips of an old soul,
and that old soul also happens to be snoring
peacefully in the rocking chair to the right.
We lie still, and stare. Our hands graze
the worn, rough, vermillion couch.
The dim room is lit in the afternoon
rays, softly allowing the calm, wood-paneled,
Guilford-green walls to glow.
Each thing in this room is older than I.
The oldest thing in the room continues to snore.
Exhausted from the heat, the world moves in slow motion.
The light not protected by a vintage homemaker radiates
away from our bodies with a gentle warmness, wearing
us a pale red and tired. In the spirit of the hour, our eyes
close, listening to the fan churn, the chain clink, the people
designed to enjoy the heat talking in the distance on their
afternoon walks, dry summer trees talking with the wind
about the electric unit that never stops humming.
Children can only be static for so long before their hunger wakes them,
and an elderly woman can only be static for so long before the mortician is called.
We stir, as does the dust, and the light—and eventually Grammom.
A cooling evening propels her to the kitchen, us to the yard, and
the dust to find a new spot before the sun sets, while the light
finds another side of the house. Strike four: The rest is over.
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Susan Berenson

Next to You
Like J0806
spiraling toward one another
every 321.5 seconds, I
am gravitationally
bound and
destined to become one
instead
of two.
Like the massive star
who captures
its
dimmer companion, I
awaken
to the
detritus of implosion.
Shining
with the brilliance of
one billion suns.
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Susan Berenson

Depths of Self-Doubt
Pushing through a still and listless tide,
the surface tension resists inert
pressure against my body. I wade
deeper, treasure hunting amongst wakame,
dulse, kombu and kelp. Grateful
for anything of substance to feed
my soul. I navigate the rocky reef,
knowing one bad drop can contaminate
the shimmering vision of my reflection.
I vacillate as logic and instinct
take a back seat to an uprising,
while peering into the abyss of
flounder, fluke, snapper and red-eye tetra.
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Claudia Cornelison

10,000 Feet Above
Here,
the senses are clear.
The unavoidable whirring of old engines.
The hazy azul of a domed sky.
The cumulonimbus clouds exploding
into the atmosphere,
like puffs of white smoke frozen in time.
The scent of stale breath
and poisonously fruity air freshener.
The occasional up-and-down bounce
along the windy freeway.
Here,
the introvert winds her body
into an effortless yoga pose
and calls it home.
Here,
the anxious business man floats
through medically induced dreams
reclaiming days of sleepless frenzy.
Here,
the man of thought strolls
through endless inquiry, following rabbits
down tunnels, dining with them
in their holes.
Here,
10,000 feet above the past,
the ground is diminished;
the skyscrapers, once gods,
stand ever smaller;
the people, negligible.
Here, there is clarity.
Here, there is beautiful time.
Here, there is a moment
to be, to fly.
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Alora Fowler

Cherry Tree
you
may leave
your words
ache like the boy
who stretches his arms
to the highest branch
of the cherry tree
the brightest
just out of reach
a ray of light
against the strain
of his muscles
a warmth he did not know
he gives up
he
leaves
he
will never know
the taste
his satisfaction
exchanged
for something temporary
what he thought
was sweeter
the relief
of not trying
any longer
I
know better
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Nicole Hammond

Orange Blanket
the ongoing narrative of a body under a blanket. everything can be divided into simpler
terms, everything some body under some blanket. it’s not the orange blanket i laid on top
of you and this is not the body i laid on top of you or at least it doesn’t feel like it here.
here in this bed my unwanted body under a blanket that won’t take its shape. here in my
room with only the desk lamp on. here waiting for a different room and a different blanket
and a different lamp and the right body of mine that that body of yours will always take
the shape of. if here is my life and there is your life i say there must be some mistake, this
is not the right blanket i don’t like how this one feels please give me a different one if you
would. the orange one if you would. give me my lover and a place that feels safe if you
would. give me my lover and my right body and the blanket that knows this story well.
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Lisa Julie, University of Western Cape

How We Know the Day is Ending
The athaan goes off and the children run home. And we don’t see them again until morning.
The street lights come on. The windows are shut and the curtains are drawn.
The staff vans bring the daddies home. The police vans park and wait.
The road is still and the mommies get tomorrow’s bread and milk.
The daddies call the big brothers from the corners. And the other boys hide the dice.
The small children eat on the couches. The big sisters wash the babies.
The daddies smoke on the stoeps. The mommies dry the nappies.
The road is still and the big brothers unchain the dogs.
The daddies roll up the prayer mats. And the mommies iron tomorrow’s clothes.
The small children find their beds. The big sisters rock the babies.
The house is quiet. The daddies lock the doors.
The road is still and everyone goes to sleep.
The whistling starts. And the manne stand in circles on the corners.
The police vans start circling. And the dogs start barking.
The road is not still and we watch from the windows.
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Morgan Lovering

1,267 Gum Wads
Some days I feel pretty and I tell the world
with my hips. They say notice me.
My tiny billboard. My hands run
through my hair screaming sexy. I praise
a downhill sidewalk. Mischief hides
behind my sunglasses and I grin
to myself when I cross streets before
Public Safety says I’m allowed.
Some days I wonder if a poet has ever personified
invisibility. I count gum wads stuck to sidewalks
through my mask of hair. My hands stay tucked
in pockets and I wait for green men while
dreaming about life before tampons
and cuss words.
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Rylea Mosier

Exposure
unzipped
my soul is about to spill
out of my rib cage
onto your carpet.
i’m sorry.
careful
honey i need you
to be gentle with
this glass heart
of mine because
i’m scared.
raw
and tired, i am just
trying to pick out
the pretty pieces
of myself to show you, but
i’m running out.
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Nondwe Mpuma, University of Western Cape

Monkey’s Wedding					
It was raining on a sunny day.
The monkeys kissed,
there was a rainbow.
The banana cake was cut.
Mother was overjoyed.
It was raining on a sunny day.
Mother watched her daughter get
laid to rest.
All her children
bowed their heads in tears.
The rain fell on a sunny day.
I forgot to congratulate the monkeys.
All I could remember was, “Dust to dust,
ashes to ashes,” and mother
wailing over her daughter’s tomb.
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Anu Oluleye

Tangerine
The thinning of time
occurs on the second day of July
when the rains fall silent for a while
and the world becomes full of scents
the scent of the earth, of the resting rain,
of the intermediate wind, of blooming tangerines,
and ripening cashews.
Then, hold your head over water and listen to your despair.
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A. Pleiades

Divergent
assimilation is the greatest nightmare / my native urdu tongue becomes drier every time
they mock the american accent that coats it / when her hijab unravels from her head
islam doesn’t unravel from her heart / remember where you came from / they never
allowed me to forget / he never allowed me to forget / this country never allowed me to
forget / don’t forget who you are / america never wanted me to remember / i’m not from
here / they tell me / were we drained of our identities when we were forced to explain
them / forced to ingest them / forced to heave them out of our skin / when we wanted
to sew them back inside / how many stitches did we count / we drown in our identities
because our parents didn’t teach us to swim / they thought we would only travel by foot /
they didn’t know we’d have to cross the sea / my parents never learned to swim / did our
mothers ever unravel their tragedies / did our mothers ever bandage their wounds / did
our mothers give them to us / did the ache in our backs ever fade / did my mother ever
think her daughter would lay next to boys the color of night / when she landed on this soil
/ did she think her daughter would piece apart her faith searching for hope / did she think
her daughter would be holding on by a thread / we bask in our loneliness praying to a god
we hope we believe in / did we choke on the words we were never brave enough to say
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Mattea Rolsten, The Ohio State University at Lima

Botanical Ball
Beauty is not the marigold sun burning away the sky,
leaving trails of wispy pink heather,
clouds of baby’s breath adrift with the twilight’s end.
The dahlia disco ball descends, reflecting light on the gerbera guests,
creating colors too bold, too brilliant to the human iris.
No, beauty is not the setting sun, but the alluring gestures,
these flowers sway to a windy tune on grassy dancefloors, bordered
by clematis archways, twinkling with lily of the valley lights,
waltzing with rosemary hairpins and calla lily coattails.
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Jim Sliney, Jr., Columbia University

Most
I am grateful for the time you gave
to me most of all
to me, most of all.
It is I who feel a debt
to you, because
you gave so much gold
and now you are penniless.
As I get older,
time moves faster—
or am I just slower?
I suppose it doesn’t matter—
yet you took that resource
most precious of all,
and you spent it on me
happily.
When you were dying,
rain-racket on the aluminum awning,
I had to ask you
ask you the most important thing.
It wasn’t about love, or life, or fate or fortunes
no, nothing like that.
I asked you,
“How can I repay you?”
and you said
Your hand
like rice paper
crushed me though weightless.
Now I am a merchant,
a merchant of time.
I dole it out selectively,
carefully,
so my little one will know
how much he means
to me
to me, most of all.
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Cayce Tiedemann

A Formal Rejection
I don’t have time to date right now
to forge a connection and forage for truth
checking for beasts in the garden daily
prospects feeling like TV doctors, hyped up
or coffee house covers, watered down
Then there was the occasional nightmare creature
slipping through the cracks before my sobriety filter
when swimming lessons with Lucifer were on the weekly agenda
now it’s mugwort dreams and picking the bones of mangoes
with the skeleton key to my very own clubhouse
I don’t have time to date right now
the bugs tip me off where will is ill
and this hyper-sensitive shield has fused to skin
plus, the flat sheet of the bedding simply will not do
I only want to float with fringe people
the contact sweat leaving me stuttering verbose
madness to the core of my embryonic stirrage
the integration of imperfections
like a thousand light bulbs to my soul
catching the scent of the original sin
and the ability to love it wholly
For years I rehash this familiar buzz and wail
a prisoner of the same old tune:
Parasitic associates
complacency and grungy friends.
Trust I don’t have time to date right now
I’m learning a new song
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Qianmo Kathleen Chen

Caged
Tempera Paint & India Ink, 18x14

21

Kofoworola Durojaiye

Cloud Ties
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Kofoworola Durojaiye

Babylon II
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Blake Fowler

Stardust Creation
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Heather Hurtt

Lost

digital photography
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Olivia Khuri

Grotesquely Human

oil, 17x15
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Tyrone McClendon

Vacancy

35mm film photography
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Yari J. Mena

9x9 Lives

mixed media
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Yari J. Mena

Space Ladies

mixed media

29

Kenya Powell

Me Love Me Life

watercolor, 7x10
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M. Sessoms

The Unfamiliar Familiar

digital photography
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Andres Tompson

Security

mixed media, 14x17
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Clairisa Williams

30106-01510

acrylic & thread on cotton muslin, 84x48
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PROSE

E. Atemsk

Why Song is Myself
Those things which I need to be are song and myself. Don’t read me wrong, I
don’t want to imagine myself not singing. It isn’t that I believe us to be indistinguishable
from one another—rather, that we are a language.
We are not real but we are.
No, I am not the fleshy thing which types these words. No, song is not that
collection of black splotches and lettering associated. Present and invisible, we exist
independent of the real. I am the sublimely indescribable form that thinks and creates.
Song is that sublime form that flesh can sense but not hold onto.
We are not the representation, but the meaning.
We are immaterial. We might as well be air. I would be even if the words to designate myself didn’t exist. Song would be song even if we didn’t call it song. We both are
a human creation that doesn’t leave a footprint. Perhaps we leave a feeling in those who
experience us.
We are not a constant but a change.
I am not the same me as before. Song is never the same, even when lilted from
the same lips. Each time we are mentioned, we are something different.
We are what we are not.
Song is not me and I am not song, in the tangible sense at least. The meaning of
song and I—these transitory, fictional, non-words that we are—is language.
Song and myself are meant to mean.
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Shanice Felix

Headphones
I read a sticker on a sidewalk post with five words scrawled onto it with a marker. Messily, hastily, like they thought they might not have time to get it all out. “Everyone
seems so far away.”
It’s written without any punctuation, but I imagine three intended question marks
at the end, which capture the essence of “What the heck, people?” floating through the
air. I imagine the author is as confused as I am about the state of things.
I look to my left. I look to my right.
Although I am surrounded by so many people—a diverse campus, a lively
campus—I am alone. I feel the distance like one of those dramatic movie effects where
the person is suddenly ripped from reality, their body hurled back and cast into an abyss
where they can only see their old surroundings from afar. I feel different than I used to,
and I think the person who wrote those words feels the same way.
There’s no way for me to tell them this.
I don’t have the patience for stickers, or markers, or vandalism anymore.
I am not the angry teen I used to be, hot-tempered and quick at the tongue. I
have become aware of my own existence in a way that does not demand to be known.
However, I still want to scream at the top of my lungs to the people around me. These
people who are drowning everything out, not noticing anything around them, including
me. Including the sign. Developing irregular curvatures in their spines from hunching over
phone screens. Ruining their hearing one playlist at a time.
It’s common cultural knowledge that it’s impolite to talk to people with headphones in. Around here, everyone has headphones in—logically, it’s impolite to talk to
anyone (read: everyone).
The campus is lively. The community is dead.
The angry teenager in me, who I thought I had finally killed, screams in protest.
She is a petty child. She is a sore loser, and she is impatient and needy. She wants and
wants and wants no matter how much I try to show her that desire does not equal deserving.
Wanting, warrant.
Acquaintances, friends.
People get tired of talking here. No one makes any effort and I’m tired of trying
to. But she keeps screaming so that I hear her over the noise of the busy streets and
people’s movements. People make much more noise living these days than they ever do
talking to each other.
I have become so starved of human interaction that the guy who hands me a bag
to put my food in becomes my best friend.
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I tell him, “Thank you,” profusely.
He smiles and says, “Don’t mention it.”
I want to cry when he’s gone.
I want to tell him, “Come back, please, you’re all I’ve got. Don’t be stingy. I don’t
have anyone else.”
“I want to know you,” I think. “Don’t you want to know me?”
I want to know him, and by that, I mean I want to know everyone.
I think, “I want to know you, World.”
But I know no one.
I know only myself, and the silence. I resign myself to buy my own pair of
headphones this week, to drown out the silence and the noisiness and the loneliness, like
everyone else.

Felix
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A.J. Flanigan

Combat
Standing and shuffling. With others, as a unit, a little girl stood. She stood and
she shuffled, as did her unit and her company and her entire battalion in this regiment of
the regimented, through barracks of cheap plastic tables, cheap plastic chairs, and cheap
plastic trays. She picked one of those bad boys up, along with a cheap paper carton of
chocolate milk, dropped them down on a cheap stainless-steel counter, then switched
from standing and shuffling to standing and sliding. The soldiers slid along. They acquired
slop. They paid. They found spots. They plopped down. They ate. They talked.
“So, what are you gonna do?”
The little girl dug into the nicest, graviest, most rubbery cut of Salisbury steak.
“About Henry? Nothing.”
Only twenty minutes of chow before this army was to take its meager thirty
minutes of PT, then shuffle off to math class. Not enough time to spend worrying about
the insignificant.
“He called you the ugliest girl in school, like five minutes ago. Real loud. The
whole class heard. You gonna beat ‘im up?”
Squishy mashed potatoes. Delicious, sugary dairy. Two carrots. Dab of a napkin.
“You think I can beat up a boy?”
“Yeah.”
“Well, me too. Especially Henry. But the guy’s got a good head on his shoulders.”
“So?” another friend asked. “What’s going to happen?”
No response. The units marched. To recess and to math and even to choir, these
brave privates sacrificed their well-beings for the betterment of something or other.
Tensions ran high. Rumors began to spring up about a potential Henry/Little Girl skirmish
after the last bell. Sidelong glances between acquaintances, rivals, the scorned, the
bemused and the amused increased. Non-commissioned officers droned on, boring their
subordinates. Henry stayed to himself. The little girl acted with natural accord.
Backpacks and lunchboxes in hand, the entire garrison crowded around before a
convoy of armored support geared to transport, each vehicle detailed in the most inconspicuous mustard yellow camouflage. Henry studied his feet while the little girl studied
him. She stood at the opposite end of a hollow circle of schoolchildren. She smiled, then
bridged the distance. A hush ran over the crowd. The bus drivers were beginning to get
impatient.
“You were pretty rude earlier today.”
No response.
“Someone older than us might call your insult an actionable offense.”
No response.
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“You gonna say you’re sorry?”
No response. Bashful eyes stayed glued to standard issue Nike trainers and
toothbrush-scrubbed concrete. The little girl waited a few moments, mounting the tension, before leaning in close to the shaken little boy.
“Do you wanna sit with me on the ride home and hold hands the whole way?”
Soft. A private question.
A small nod.
The little girl grabbed Henry’s hand, smiled broadly, then dragged him along to
their chariot in waiting. The crowd soon followed suit, disappointed, still craving bloodlust.
The engines revved, and all the little soldiers took their leave.

Flanigan
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Lisa Julie, University of Western Cape

I Left the Window Open
Last night while we slept. I left the window open. The rain came in. It damaged the book
you were reading—the one you left on the windowsill. Black, rippled pages, curved and
crippled—like the wicks of burnt-out candles, like the ones we used last night. The wind
came in. It blew the ashtray over—the one you left on the windowsill. A heap of cigarette
butts and burnt-out match sticks—like the hardened wax of used candles, like the ones
we used last night. The wind came in. It tore the pictures off the wall. The wind came in
and rearranged the papers you left on the floor. This morning before we left. You closed
the window. You paged through your damaged book—you found the place where you’d
stopped reading—you folded the corner of your black, rippled page (again). This morning before we left. You picked up your ashtray. You scooped up the dirt and put it back
(again). You picked up your pictures and stuck them on the wall (again). You picked up
your papers and again I opened the window.
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William Lange

Bedtime
In the summer of my dad’s eighth birthday, he and his friends would go down
to a pond they called Snake Lake—where Northlake Mall is now—and steal clothes from
the hobos who lived in the woods by the train tracks. They didn’t want the clothes for any
other reason than to indulge the feckless desires of latchkey mischief. They weren’t in
much danger, anyway. If the hobos injured a child, or even scared one too much, the police would have no choice but to cleanse the area to protect the abusers from the victims.
That’s just what came with living in society’s wake.
There weren’t many snakes to justify the name. Noise from the neighboring coffin factory scared off most of the skittish animals that snakes might eat. The only snaking
came from unfit coffins as they drifted through the water. Those with defections and
impurities were tossed out the back and would float trackside, forgotten by all outside of
Snake Lake’s ecosystem. They littered the bank and the forest floor.
Bums found life in the coffins, storing clothes, food, and drugs. They would even
sleep in them during winter, when their makeshift tents gave way to the cold.
One morning, my dad was out there alone, breaking sticks, throwing rocks at
birds—playing God—when he saw a ragged woman through the trees, struggling to drag
a small coffin towards the pond. From his vantage, he could see no face, only a skeletal
form clinging to what little stores of fat it could. She inched along with purple-veined
hands, letting out ugly sobs and grunts. He approached her, gently, like he would a fawn,
to help her push, but she scampered into the forest the second she noticed him. With
little understanding why, he finished the job for her, watching the coffin slide into the
water, out of reach. It must have had holes in the bottom, because it began to inch beneath the surface. Before long it snagged on a log or a thick patch of algae and remained
suspended, mostly exposed to air. There it remained in the center of the pond for months
to come.
My dad would tell his friends stories about the coffin, about the vampire boy who
slept there to stay safe from vampire hunters. Once, he even saw the boy leave as a bat
in the dark and feed on the sleeping train-hoppers who had stopped for an evening with
heroin; I guess nobody questioned what heroin-blood might do to a vampire. The bitten
turned into vampires themselves, sleeping in the coffins on the bank, minions of the vampire boy. The army of the dead would rise if anybody were to disrupt their master. My son’s
eyes almost glow in the dim light, warming my cheek. His mouth is wide. I can hear his
excited breathing. The bedtime story must be having an unfortunately stimulating effect.
He tells me he can’t imagine Grandpa the same age as him. He tells me he can’t imagine
Grandpa the same age as him.
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He asks what heroin is, and why Grandpa would steal from the forest people, and I tell him
that the twentieth century was full of spurts of Hell on Earth, and people like Grandpa had
it in their bones. He asks if Hell is finished, and I say that it can find him yet.
One winter morning, a small girl in his group decided she no longer believed in
the vampire boy because the God of Heaven would not create the disparity between humans and the immortal dead on Earth; it simply wouldn’t be fair. The burden of proof fell
to my dad, who helped her into an open coffin that they silently rowed with sticks across
the border between Earth and the island of death. He thought she would chicken out, but
he was proven wrong.
The smell preceded the coffin, then the flies and the pits in their stomachs. He
assumed it was rotting fruit or garbage of some kind, so he egged her on, whispering
that it was the smell of vampire. She held to her convictions, wanted to know for sure.
He creaked the lid off, and the two absorbed the dead light from bones, and also some
green-gray skin, a lot of bugs, a cinderblock, but mostly bones; all too human, all too
small.
A creaking sound flowed from the shore behind them. They turned to find the
skeletal woman rising from a lonely coffin, wearing only a tattered shirt, her eyes puffy
from hibernation. Her voice croaked with sorrow, harsh words filtered through her gravely
throat: We are in Hell, kids, and this is the only one I’ll ever know. At least I’ll die with it, all of
us forgotten.
My son asks me if it was the vampire boy’s bones in the coffin, and if the woman
was his minion rising to protect him, and I say that the living dead are as real as the
mother of those bones, but whoever was inside that coffin on the water was lucky to be
plain-old dead.
I can tell this isn’t the story he wanted. His mythic-literal mind craves monsters
as images of his greatest anxieties. He wanted the vampire boy, but he will learn the same
way as his forefathers that life is monstrous; it has more to keep us up at night than
vampires.
Nobody returned to the pond for a while after that. It was my dad who eventually
went back alone, finding the woman’s coffin still in place, shrouded in flies and a familiar
smell. Without needing to look inside, he pushed the coffin into the water and watched it
roam towards the center of the pond, joining the rotten remains of the first island of the
dead.
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Eric Mann

The Secret Goldfish
Though the dining room of the Snow Lodge was kept warm by a grand central fireplace, the kitchen, the one in the east wing, maintained a constant temperature of sixty
degrees. Even in winter, when the snowdrifts were billowing up against the lodge windows, the head chef, Mr. Kane, would assert that the thermostat was never to be touched.
And on the rare occasion that some poor cart-pusher, or some reluctant meat-packer,
worked up enough courage to confront him on the matter, he would shuffle into the main
kitchen, stomach protruding, and shout a long lecture on tradition, on efficiency, on the
effectiveness of a cool environment.
And this caused me terror, as the goldfish, my secret goldfish, which I had discovered
some time ago, swimming among the dishwater of an old soap bucket, was accustomed
to only the most tropical of temperatures. Still, this sort of danger was of no surprise, as
Mr. Kane wasn’t one to care much about the comforts of a goldfish, particularly a secret
goldfish, which if discovered, would likely have been dismissed down the tubes of his
back-office toilet. And even more frightening was the discovery that Mr. Kane was the
sort of person who did not only cut fish to pieces, not only de-gutted and de-scaled them,
but hated them. Hated their lifeless stupidity, their wetness, their slime. I would often
peek over the dish rack, down into the prep area, and watch in silence as he removed the
heads of our local salmon. Watch as he spiced them with chili peppers. Trickled them with
lemon juice. Watched as he baked them, poached them, and seared them over an open
flame.
For this reason, I kept the goldfish hidden away beneath the warmth of the dishwasher, letting him drift among the confines of that small soap bucket. And he was, as I
remember, that creature which kept me company, even when the dishes were piling, and
the pretty waitress girls were lining up, moaning about dirty silverware and sauce-rusted
spaghetti plates. And yes, I do remember him being that goldfish which gave me comfort
when the cooks, in their tall mushroom hats, came upon me, cursing about greasy prep
knives and oily measuring cups. Once Mr. Kane would receive word of such mishaps, I
would hear his bloody boots squeak across the kitchen, ever louder, until he was at my
station, waving a knife, and demanding I learn how to wash, scrub, and dry.
Still, upon much reflection, I learned to take such judgments with ease. After
all, I did indeed have a goldfish, a secret goldfish. Once my boss had sauntered back
over to the prep line, I would squat and peer into that bucket. I would watch him swim
from side to side, gliding peacefully through my reflection. And I remember how familiar
he seemed, how bright he was. I remember, one evening, when the dishes were slow to
come, how I sprinkled small crumbs of food over his head, and watched eagerly as he
darted about the bucket, side to side, in a precise display of trained ecstasy.
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And I remember how that whole event, peering into that bucket, was nothing short of
a spectacle, like lions leaping through rings, or elephants balancing on elastic balls. It
seemed like an oddity, yet, something natural among the reflective glow of a busy kitchen.
And thinking back now, and remembering quite vividly, it was a moment such as
that, a moment at the end of my shift when I was peering into that bucket, that the head
chef, Mr. Kane, had come from behind and laid his heavy hand upon my shoulder.
“Need you in the back cooler,” he said. “Floor needs to get soaped.” As I hurried across
the kitchen, hauling that soap bucket, I peered downwards into its depths. I looked, and
for the first time, I felt I could not see the goldfish—the secret goldfish. I felt it was not
there as it was before. I felt shame and wonder at its fate, yet out of tradition I did not let
the murky water slosh about, nor did I let it spill over the sides. And as I walked, I felt that
I could not look when passing by the pretty waitress girls, or the cooks with the mushroom hats, or the thermostat which was never to be touched. I could not look as I passed
through the subtle sounds of the dining room. I could not look as I weaved through the
endless crates of cold, dead salmon. And upon entering the cooler, I placed the bucket
down onto the ground, and realizing it was the end of the month, knowing it was my duty, I
tilted the bucket and let the water wash over the dirtied floor.
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Nadda Mansour

Empty
I am a writer because I am delusional and self-absorbed. I have a small journal,
made of leather, of course, that I constantly carry loud-and-proud so that people can
ask me what is inside of it. I go around telling everyone and anyone that I am composing
a coming-of-age novel, or that I am a few stanzas into an epic love poem. The reality is
that I haven’t written anything in about a year. It is embarrassing to admit as a writer that
I haven’t exactly been writing or reading. That’s the self-absorbed part of me. I was born
with a particular craving to be unique, and to fulfill it, I need to keep my persona with a
pencil in hand at all times. Well, that’s what people think of writers, isn’t it? They assume
our minds are just an assembly line of stories that are spit-balling beautiful combinations
of words. A writer’s main job is to expose and to feel insecure. How else can we catch
anyone’s attention?
I lived in an authoritarian household where my life was planned out one step at a
time. My mother dictated at what age I should be married, and my father made sure that
I never received anything lower than an “A” in school. They were the most in love when
they told me what to do. Although they cared for me very much, I felt I was this project
that was to become the perfect Middle Eastern woman. My every move was observed,
recorded. My father read my texts, and my mother went through my journals. I was even
watched getting on to the school bus throughout my later teenage years.
When I was seventeen, I ended up doing the most selfish thing of all. At that age,
I wanted to rid everyone of myself, and the most efficient way to do that was to run away
from home. I was naive, and I wanted to be recognized. I was ripping every negative thing
out of me and leaving them all behind. I didn’t care that I was making my friends angry or
that I would break my family’s heart. I was sick of the coffee-shop small talk with everybody saying how they wanted to leave their insignificant towns. None of those phonies
ever did. I have always wanted to run away, but I didn’t know why. I might have just gotten
bored of seeing the same raisins in my oatmeal every morning. I know that when talking
about leaving, I make it seem incredibly simple, but I was having the biggest rush of my
life.
I was constantly having nightmares of being hunted. My brown curls were falling
out in clumps, and my face hadn’t broken out that bad since I was in middle school. My
family didn’t make leaving difficult. They just helped add to my excitement; I knew that
they would try to call the police or have me followed. My heart was caught in my throat,
and my entire body felt tight, but I loved everything about it because it was finally all
mine.
I spent one night packing. My favorite sundress and drawings suddenly didn’t
seem as important. I forgot which of my belongings made me feel in love. Anything I
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owned seemed so ordinary now. I was breaking up with myself; I had fallen out of love.
I filled my little red car to the brim with wrinkled trash bags, granola bars, and
five-hour energies. I quickly learned that some of the most vibrant sights across America
are just road kill and old gas stations. I was surrounded by such ugliness. The grass could
not have been any more dead, and the sunset looked like worn-down orange crayons.
I was smoking cigarettes, one right after the other. Even though they made me
feel dirty, I liked the way they looked in my hands. I never smoked this much, usually, but
I had heard recently that cigarettes are just a classy way to commit suicide, and I liked
the idea that blowing smoke could make a person’s problems seem classier. Having a
cigarette in one’s hand is like having a sixth finger that’s acceptable to suck on; that also
made them seem better for me. I was trying to see how long I could hold the smoke in my
lungs, but every attempt ended with a failed cough and smoke quickly escaping from my
window.
The reflective lights that mark the roads began to show. I never noticed how fast
the sun set. It wasn’t as romantic as the movies. It looked like it had quickly jumped to its
death, not realizing that its light would be missed. It was way past midnight, and the day
had been replaced by shitty dull stars that no one ever admired. At first, I liked how the
world looked in the dark, like it was trying on a new look. I didn’t understand true darkness
until the sun was really gone.
The roads are very accustomed to the darkness. I always imagined they were
continuously lit up with some life awaiting the next city. I was under this illusion because
my car provided me with the comfort of some light and music. On the outside, though,
it didn’t matter if I had my eyes open or closed; everything had been turned into black.
Often, I was the only car for miles on end—that’s when the world seemed the most broken.
It was a beautiful, empty feeling.
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Margaret Peth

Greater Implications
Melinda Summers sat staring out the window, as she did every morning, fantasizing about her husband’s death. Most of the time, she imagined receiving news that he
had been hit by a bus on his commute home from work, or perhaps that he’d choked on a
bite of sandwich just large enough to lodge itself in his throat. That morning, she allowed
herself the momentary luxury of drifting further into the fantasy than usual. She imagined
the theatrical wails and cries of disbelief she would conjure up. They resonated through
her head as she envisioned herself receiving the news. She, of course, would not be sad
to discover her husband’s unfortunate fate, but whichever policeman or city official delivered the news would have no way of knowing that, and Melinda was not the type to pass
up an opportunity for drama. The excitement that she extracted from these reveries was
the only way in which her husband had ever been able to satisfy her.
Melinda turned her thin hands over, observing them absentmindedly while she
contemplated the plethora of ways in which her husband could meet his end. The ceiling
fan whirred quietly overhead, doing its best to combat the thick heat of the day that had
begun to turn the interior of the house into an oven. She quietly imagined the temperatures causing her husband to have a heat stroke in one of those aluminum trolley cars he
took to his weekly Bible study.
For a moment, she felt bad for salivating over thoughts of her husband’s demise.
Deep down, she knew he hadn’t really done anything to deserve her resentment. Gregory
Summers was by no means an exceptional man. His only distinguishing characteristics
were his hands’ ability to produce erroneous amounts of sweat, and the large inheritance
that had befallen him upon the death of his great aunt—a woman he had never met,
whose wealth he previously hadn’t the slightest inclination of. Life happened to Gregory
Summers, and his sole pastime was to sit back and allow whatever crossed his path to do
so. Melinda abhorred his lack of passion much in the same way she abhorred the halfmoon fingernail clippings he so often left on the edge of the sink.
Boredom had ultimately been the primary motivation behind Melinda’s marriage
to Gregory. The wedding itself had been an exceptionally extravagant affair. During the
time Melinda spent planning the wedding, she was so engrossed with sorting seating
charts and arranging catering that she was able to remain distracted from the greater
implications of the institution to which she was committing herself. Melinda hadn’t grown
up wealthy, and the initial excess and luxury of the honeymoon had so overstimulated her
senses that she hadn’t even minded consummating the marriage. The hypnotic power of
her newly acquired wealth soon faded as she was faced with the mundanity of her new
role as a housewife. After countless attempts at various hobbies, she had all but surrendered herself to a life of ennui.
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The morning dredged by, time punctuated by an impressive collection of empty
demitasse and an antique crystal ashtray which had filled up and been emptied three
times over already. She flipped mindlessly through magazines, drifting in and out of her
half-dreams, which had become her sole reprieve from the inescapable drone of her daily
life. An advert for a newly reformulated men’s body wash promised to attract all people
of the female persuasion, all while delivering two times the lather. A bold claim, Melinda thought. She imagined buying her husband the body wash as a gift—he would be so
pleased. Melinda knew he would use it at first chance. Her breath quickened as the fantasy developed, imagining the lather building up on the floor of the shower till he slipped
in the mountain of his own creation. A shudder ran down her spine as she imagined the
unnatural angle that his neck would form after impact. If he slipped and fell in the shower,
there would be very little for the help to clean up, and the whole matter could be dealt
with very quickly. This was undoubtedly her most pragmatic fantasy so far. She continued
to alter the scenario, creating multiple variations, considering each one. The pull of her
thoughts drew her deeper and deeper into her meditation, allowing for the creation of
scenarios whose increasing improbability was directly proportional with the gratification
they provided her. The stiffening heat of the room increased as the day wore on, sending
Melinda deeper into the haze.
A clang arose from the front door as it opened. The painfully familiar sound of
her husband’s steps echoed against the marble floor, vibrating through the house, permeating her fantasy, dragging her back into the painful reality to which she saw herself a
captive. The footsteps started up the stairs. The bedroom door creaked open, but Melinda
showed no sign of awareness of Gregory’s presence.
I see you spent the day in, Melinda.
She continued to ignore his presence, hoping that if she concentrated hard
enough, perhaps she could make him disappear.
You know, you really should find some friends, or maybe a hobby. What happened
to learning the violin? Her only response was a quiet sigh.
How do you spend your days, then? Drinking coffee and smoking cigarettes, is
that it? She hated her husband’s nagging interrogations into the nature of her daily life.
She, at least, had the decency not to ask him about what he did all day. She turned around
and cut her eyes at him. A cold smile spread across her face.
Of course I have hobbies, my dear. She uprooted herself from the bed and
walked towards her husband. She leaned in close to his ear: I think of you all day. Her
voice was smoky and low.
Melinda walked with intention to the open window that overlooked the street, the black
silk of her dressing robe dragging behind her. She removed the cigarette from her lips
and extinguished it, only half-finished, watching as the smoke curled lazily up from the
ashtray and out the window.
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Ayanna Stringer, Georgia Military College

Sentient Me
He’d passed me already. My beloved’s movements were feline, strutting around
the room, looking for the perfect spot to sit. We both knew that it was going to be his
usual seat, ten yards away from where I reclined, but the charade was part of his ritual.
He visits me up to five times a week—five if he’s against a deadline and needs the calm.
I’m his safe space. He flipped his laptop open, too hard. His latest piece must not have
been going well. I resigned to not be distracting.
After hours of banging on his keyboard, he looked up to take in the exhaustingly familiar room. The pyramid-shaped windows served as a skylight, both connecting
and separating us from the street. He passed over the marble that kept us company. He
was never interested in the people who shared this time and space with us. It made me
comfortable, knowing that he came to see me—that’s why he saved me for last. He shoved
his supplies in his old leather rucksack, finished what was in his to-go cup, and made his
way to me. His strut was made awkward by the length of time spent sitting, but that didn’t
diminish him, to me, in any way. He reached my perch and, with a smile, started inspecting me, as if he was looking for some change since yesterday. “Mon trésor,” he murmured.
Then he was gone. If I could have, at that moment, I would have told him that he was my
treasure as well.
The room was alive with activity. There were flowers and draped fabrics, and a
number of pieces from the permanent collection had been removed. I’d seen countless
events, but they all seemed to blur together, like time; one never seemed more grand or
special than another. Then, I saw him. My treasure. He materialized from the tulle- and
flower-covered archway at the back of the room, his breathing forcefully slow, hands tight
at his sides. His usual, easy strut was gone, now confident and aware. Shoulders pulled
back, chest open to its full expanse. He was beautiful. We locked eyes and I seemed to
allow him to relax. I reveled in the thought. He reached me and smiled, but then proceeded past. My eyes trailed and stayed with him as he found his seemingly designated place
to stand.
He looked at me, then past me. The entire room was filled with people, shifting
their collective attention to the back. The focus was a museum intern. This young girl,
who seemed to have aged since I had last noticed her, was dressed head-to-toe in ivory
and cream. She was a princess, gliding toward my beloved. When she reached him, his
eyes lit in a way I’d never seen. He took her hand and raised it to his lips. Just that little
kiss sparked new understanding. That understanding turned the warmth I felt for him into
a small fire.
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As I gazed at their intimate interaction, that fire turned to lava, and spread
across my entire being. The beautiful, cool, marble me, fractured. Tiny shards of me were
released in trickles of dust, and then I crumbled. After hundreds of years of wholeness, I
witnessed my beloved tying himself to someone else, and I broke. As I fell, I imagined his
whole life lived without knowing that he was loved by inanimate, sentient me.
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“It was books that taught me that the things that tormented me most were the very
things that connected me with all the people who were alive, who had ever been
alive.”
- James Baldwin
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